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General Description 
 

ML10GSM communicator provides the transmission and the reception of commands 

using the GSM network from a mobile phone or from another ML10 module. It is based on a 

QUAD-BAND GSM module, which means it will work on all GSM networks, local or 

international. The commands to and from ML10GSM can be transmitted as text (SMS), as 

DTMF tones or shot call (Beep). To transmit a SMS command to the ML10 module, the user 

must type and send a SMS message that is recognized by the module. If ML10 recognizes 

the message and the sender’s phone number it will execute a predefined command. For the 

DTMF mode the user will call the module, the module will answer and after that the user 

will type a numerical code (max. 4 digits) on the phone keyboard. These codes and SMS 

messages are programmable using the ML10’s PC software. 

For the users who have an ANDROID based Smart Phone, there is an application on 

the web site, which makes the messages transmission and reception easier and more 

comfortable. 

The ML10GSM module has 8 digital inputs and 8 open-drain outputs which can drive 

loads with a maximum 1500mA. All the outputs are programmable and can be set to pulse, 

toggle (bistable) or logical function result (a function depending on inputs). In the case of 

pulse setting for each command send by the user, the output will generate a number (1-

255) of pulses with ON and OFF programmable time. When toggle mode is chosen, on every 

command the output will change the state and will keep that state until a new command 

has arrived. (On the first command will be ON, on the second will be OFF, on the third will 

be ON again and so on). 

All the eight digital inputs can be set to be active on High Z or GND (ground) signals. 

When the GND mode is set, the input will be active if the signal present on that pin is low 

(ground); when High-Z is set, the input is active if the signal is not present or it has a high 

level (inside the module the input is forced to +Vcc). When the input is active, the ML10 

module can send a SMS message or a DTMF code depending on the choosed setting. 

Similarly, that input can be set to activate an output of the ML10GSM module. 

The ML10GSM communicator has the possibility to be programmed with a maximum 

of eight users; each of them can control all or some outputs. For example, USER1 has full 

rights to control all the outputs and USER2 can control only the output 3. Even if USER2 

knows the SMS message or the DTMF code for activating the output 1, the module will not 

turn on that output if the command comes from USER2. 
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When a pre-paid SIM card is used, any User can send a SMS message (CREDIT) to the 

ML10 module to find out the amount of money remaining on the SIM card. ML10GSM will 

send to the network operator a command and after receiving the answer, it will send the 

answer to the same USER. 

The ML10GSM communicator has a 2200mAh Li-Ion rechargeable battery that can 

provide up to 5-6 days of stand-by. When the battery is discharged, the ML10 module will 

automatically start recharging from the permanent external power supply. When external 

power is not present, ML10GSM will send a SMS to USER1 to announce that the module will 

shut down (SMS to USER1: Low Voltage). The module will automatically restart when the 

external power supply is present. The module can be installed on the cars because the  

internal battery provides autonomy; when the engine is turned off, the ML10 module will be 

powered from the internal battery; when the engine is turned on, the ML10 will start to 

recharge its own battery. If the engine is not started for a long time, the ML10 will start 

recharging its own battery for a limited time (one hour). 

The ML10 can be used to control all the car alarm functions; this is possible using the 

large number of inputs and outputs available (lock-unlock, trunk open, the engine shut 

down if stollen, etc.). It also can control the AMTS module (remote starter) or send a 

message when the car alarm system is triggered. The distance or interference problems are 

avoided by using ML10 module. It can replace the alarm remote control that in most cases is 

not a two way communication device. The user will use his own personal phone to control 

his car or home appliances. 

The ML10 has an external communication line which can be set as UART    (TTL- 3V3) 

or RS485. RS485 is an industrial type of serial communication highly proof to the 

environment noises. This type of communication will allow connecting other modules 

(analogical boards, input-output extension, THERMO-77 thermostat) on the same bus.  

The ML10GSM has an internal flash memory of 32Mbit and it stores all the received 

commands, the hour and the user who send it. It also records all the changes on the input 

pins. Using ML10 PC software the user can download the memory content and he can save it 

on the PC hard disk. 
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Technical data 
Working temperature: -20°C... +60°C 

Power supply limits: min.+7Vdc ... max.+28Vdc 

Current from external power supply:  

-no output load; internal battery discharged Vdc = 12Vdc  150mA 

- no output load; internal battery charged Vdc = 12Vdc  15mA 

 

ML10 GSM dimensions: 

Total lenght: 158mm 

Width: 112mm 

Height without antenna: 39mm  

Height without antenna: maximum 125mm 

 

Connectors description 
The ML10 connectors are placed in four distinct groups for better identification. 

They are starting from left to right: 

- external power supply (3 pins) 

- inputs block (8 pins) 

- outputs block (9 pins) 

- communication block (3 pins)  
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fig. 1 

 In the right side there are two jumpers used for communication type selection 

UART(3.3V) or RS485. Jumpers are placed in front for UART (3.3V) and for RS485 jumpers 

are placed in the back. 

 

 

Power supply Connector (3 pins - blue) – figure 1 

 

 The power for ML10 is a dc source with the voltage between +7Vdc and +24Vdc and a 

minimum current of 2Amp (no loads included).Eg: the minimum current of the power supply 

will be 2Amp plus the current sink by the relays if they are connected on to the outputs. The 

external power supply is connected between 1 and 2 pins, pin 1 beeing positive and pin 2 is 

negative (GND).). Pin 3 is an input command and it is active on positive signal. When it is 

active, ML10 will start recharging of internal battery and its power supply will be from 

external source. When ML10 is used on a car, this input will be connected on car ignition 

wire (when the car is turned on on this wire must be +12Vdc; when the engine is turned off 

this wire must be 0V). In this way, ML10 will be powered from the car battery when the 

engine is turned on and it will be powered from internal battery when the engine is turned 

off. If thw module is used in stationary applications (intelligent house, burglar alarm, etc.) 

this pin must be connected with pin 1 to positive power supply. In the case when pin 3 is not 

used it can be left unconnected. In this case, ML10 will be powered from internal battery 

and when the battery is discharged, ML10 will automatically start recharging from external 

 PIN NUMBER FUNCTION 

1 Power supply positive +Vcc between +7 and +24 Vdc 
2 Power supply negative -Vcc (GND) 
3 Positive input command (between +7 and +24 Vdc ) for using 

external power supply (when present ML10 will be powered from 
external power supply) 
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power supply. This recharging is time limited for one hour, which means that the battery os 

not fully recharged. After a while, when the battery will be discharged again, the cycle will 

repeat. That way this function is usefull for the cars, when the engine is turned off ML10 will 

be internally powered and no current will be drawn from the car battery. If the battery is 

completly discharged, it will take about 7 hours for full recharge.  

 

 

 

 

Inputs Connector (8 pins - grey) - INPUT – figure 1 

 This is where the 8 digital inputs are connected. ML10 takes the signal from these pins 

and if at least one input is active, it will transmit a command to the users. The activation 

polarity is programmable for each input. Eg. IN1 and IN2 can be active when the signal is 

GND and IN3 and IN4 can be active when the signal is not GND (or it is positive). When an 

input is triggered can make ML10 to transmit a SMS to a predefined user group, can 

transmit a DTMF code or it can short call the selected users. All of these settings are 

programmed using ML10-PC software. In the same time when an input is active it can drive 

an output for some simple automations. That input can be a feedback for the output. 

Eg.: when the module is used to control a garage door. One output (OUT1) drives a motor to 

open the door. One input is connected to the door open switch (normal open contact) and 

using ML10-PC software, that input is set to control Output1 to stop the motor.  

The voltage on this connector is between 0 and 24 Vdc; the current is under 0.5mA for each 

input (at 24Vdc).  

The debounce is minimum time for a signal to be continuously present on an input to be 

valid. 

Debounce time for activation or desactivation can be set between 30ms and 7650ms 

(7.65sec) with 30 ms step (can be 30, 60, 90ms….). Eg: one input is connected directly on the 

car alarm horn. The user wants to know if the alarm is triggered. The horn is also shortly 

activated on lock or unlock. In order to not send a SMS message when lock or unlock, the 

debounce time on that input must be over 2 or 3 seconds and, in this case, all the signals 

shorter than that time will be ignored. All the signals longer that time will send a message to 

the user. 
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The input activation is on the GND (ground signal). If the polarity was set to GND, the input 

is active when GND is present on it; if it is floating or the voltage is more than 4Vdc, the 

input is inactive. If the polarity was set to High Z, the input is active when it is floating or it 

has a voltage more than 4Vdc; if it has GND, the input is inactive. 

The recomandation is to avoid the signals with a voltage around 4Vdc (this level can vary 

because of temperature or electronic parts tolerance). For GND activation maximum voltage 

level is 2Vdc and for High Z activation, minimum voltage level is 5Vdc or can be floating. 

 

Outputs Connector (9 pin - blue) - OUTPUT – figure 1 

 Each one of the 8 outputs is open-drain type. This means that the load must be 

connected between +Vdc and the output pin. Each output has an internal diode tied with 

the anode to the output pin and all the cathods connected to PIN9(COM) of the OUTPUT 

connector. Maximum current supplied for the load is 1.5Amp and power dissipation is 1W 

(Rds =30m). When all the loads are connected to +Vdd, then the PIN9 can be connected to 

the +Vdd (+ Vdd and +Vdc can be different; +Vdc is the module power supply).  

PIN9(COM) must be unconnected if the loads are supplied from different power supplies.  

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, THIS PIN SHOULD NOT BE CONNECTED TO ANY LOAD POWER 

SUPPLY! (if there are multiple power supplies) 

 

Internal schematic of two from eigth outputs fig.2 

 

 

0

PIN 1-81
1

PIN 1-81
1

0

PIN9 (COM)1
1
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Using internal protection diodes when the loads are powered from the same source (+Vdd); 

notice that PIN9(COM) is also connected to +Vdd (relays power supply) (fig.3). 

 

fig. 3 

 

Using external protection diodes is mandatory when inductive loads are connected and 

they have different power supplies. Pin9 (COM) is NOT connected  (fig. 4). 

 

fig. 4 

 

 

WARNING!  

When inductive loads (relays, motors, etc.) are controlled, it is a good practice to provide 

external protection diodes (the cathode connected to +Vdd and the anode to the output 

pin). If the PIN9 (COM) is floating, external protection diodes are mandatory, otherwise the 

risk of irreversible damage of the output is maximum. 
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Communication Connector (3 pins - grey) and selection jumpers– 

figure 1 

 ML10 module has two serial communication types: UART (Rx and Tx with 3.3V levels) 

and RS485. Selecting one type is made using ML10-PC software and changing the position of 

the two jumpers. By default, ML10 comes with UART communication selected. 

 

 

 

If the jumpers are placed in front (UART mode) – figure 1. 

 

 

If the jumpers are placed in back (RS485 mode) – figure 1. 

 

 

Changing one mode to other is made using ML10-PC software and after that, the jumpers 

must be properly placed! Both communication cable (USB-UART or USB-485) must be used 

according to the ML10 communicaton selection. Using the wrong cable can damage both 

the cable and ML10 module.  

WARNING!  

Never change the jumpers position before setting the communication type 

from ML10-PC application! 

Jumpers place COMMUNICATION TYPE 

front UART mode is active 
back RS485 mode is active 

PIN NUMBER FUNCTION Observations 

1 Tx Output - TTL 3.3V 
2 Rx Input - TTL 3.3V 
3 Power – (GND) the same as PIN2 power supply connector 

PIN NUMBER FUNCTION Observations 

1 A(+) RS485 signal superior level 
2                  B(-) RS485 signal inferior level 
3 Power – (GND) the same as PIN2 power supply connector 
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Programable parameters for each Input 
 

Each of the 8 inputs can be programmed using ML10-PC. 

 

 

Input signal polarity (Input X Polarity) for that input to be active. It can be High Z 

(floating) or GND. 

High Z: when on an input the voltage is greater than 4V or the input pin is floating, that 

input is considered active; when it has GND is inactive 

GND: when the voltage is less than 2V, that input is active; when the voltage is greater 

than 4V or the input pin is floating, that input is inactive. 

Sending a SMS, a DTMF or a short call (BEEP) is one time only when the input is active. After 

transmission was carred out, ML10 will wait for the input to be inactive and it will transmit 

again after a new activation.  

 

 

 

 

IN x Polarity Signal on IN x  IN x State 

 
GND 

GND active (message sent) 

High Z(float) inactive 
 

High Z - float 
GND inactive 

High Z(float) active (message sent) 
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Sent message type when active can be short call (Beep), SMS or DTMF; it can be all 

of them, but for different users; in this case the tramsmision time will be longer. Depnding 

on GSM network a SMS transmission can take 3-6 seconds, a DTMF code about 12 seconds. 

A user (from defined ones) to whom the message will be sent can be choosed for each 

message type. Eg. it can be programmed to send a Beep to User1 and User8, a SMS to all the 

users and DTMF to User5 and USER6. Beep and DTMF are exclusive so both cannot be 

transmited to the same USER. If Beep was choosed for User1, then DTMF can not be 

selected for the same user(1). 

For SMS the text message will be typed; this text is letters and numbers and it has a 

maximum 32 characters.  

The text cannot be STATUS, CREDIT, Low Voltage, Mic ON or THERMO; they are predefined 

messages and they are used for specific functions. The SMS message must be unique for 

each input, otherwise the user cannot know which input is active. 

For DTMF a numeric code will be typed. This code is 4 digits long with numbers from 0 to 

9.It cannot be 7755 code; this code is used for other functions. The DTMF code must be 

unique for each input, and the users who will receive this code must not be choosed for 

Beep. Beep can be used for only one input, and the users must not be choosed for DTMF. A 

user cannot receive both DTMF and Beep from the same input. 
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Programmable parameters for each Output  
Each of the 8 outputs can be programmed using ML10-PC. 

 

 

 

Output signal polarity  
 

 Because each output is open-drain type, it can be programmed to output GND (-Vcc) or 

High Z (high impedance). If GND is choosed, the load will be connected between output and 

+VDD. In this case, when the output is active, the load will be turn-on; when the output is 

inactive, the load will be turn–off. If High-Z is choosed, the load is also connected between 

the output pin and +Vdd, but when the output is active the load will be turn-off and when 

the output is inactive the load will be powered. 

 

R_sarcina

0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ML10

+Vdd

0
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Output signal functions  
Each output can have one of four functions: off, logical function results, toggle (bistable) or 

pulses. The output is turned off if none of activation mode is selected (Beep, SMS or DTMF). 

 

Toggle (bistable) function (Toggle) is a mode when after a command the output will 

switch into a stable state and will keep the state until a new command after that the state 

will be changed. Eg. On first command the output will be GND, on a second command will 

be High-Z, on the third command will be GND again and so on.  

 

 

 

Logical function result (Function Result) makes that output to be the result of a logical 

function (AND or OR) between selected inputs.Eg. if IN1 and IN2 were selected and the 

function is AND, then the output will be active when both IN1 and IN2 are active; if at least 

one input is not active, then the output will be inactive. 

 

 

Logical Function INPUT1 INPUT2 OUTPUT 

 inactive inactive inactive 

 inactive active inactive 

      AND  active inactive inactive 

 active active active 

 inactive inactive inactive 

 inactive active active 

      OR  active inactive active 

 active active active 

 

Output 
Polarity 

Output 
State 

Load State 

 
GND 

active powered 

inactive unpowered 
 

High-Z 
active unpowered 

inactive powered 
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Selecting Function Result disactivates the other commands (SMS, Beep or DTMF).  

Function Result does not have CANCEL option! 

 

The Output will stay reset when an Input is choosed to CANCEL that Output if the Input is 

active. That Output will be Reset until the Cancel Input will be inactive. The Cancel Input can 

be set to Cancel when active or inactive (the user can choose the polarity of the Cancel 

signal). The CANCEL function is active only for Toggle or Pulse mode. 

 

 

Pulse mode (Pulse) is when after a command the Output will generate a programable 

number of pulses with settable on and off time. The number of pulses can be between 1 and 

255, ON time (active time) can range between 0.1 and 6553.5 seconds, with 0.1 seconds 

step, and OFF time(inactive time) can range between 0.0 and 6553.5 seconds. If the OFF 

time is 0.0, the Output will generate a single pulse with a period of pulse number * ON time. 

The maximum time, which can be set, is:  255 * 6553.5 seconds =about 464 hours. The 

Output will be inactive after the time expires.  

For this mode On Next Command Stop or Ignore function is active. The user can choose 

what to do when a new activation command is received and the old command is still 

executing. Eg.:  an Output is set as a pulse with ON time of 6553.5 sec., Off time is 0 and 255 

pulses. After activation command is received, this Output will become active and will stay 

active for 464 hours. If another command is received in this time interval, choosing Stop or 

Execute will make the output to be inactive and the remaining number of pulses will be 

erased. If Ignore was choosed the Output will stay active until the pulse number will elapse 

(464 hours).  
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 The behaviour of the pulse Output with OFF time bigger than 0.0 sec 

 

 
 

  The behaviour of the pulse Output with OFF time equal to 0.0 sec   

  Active time is: ON time * Pulse number 

 

 

 

Output reset function (Canceled by) is active only for Toggle or Pulse mode and allows 

to a single input to reset an Output. The Output is inactive if that Input is active and the 

Output has an activation command. If the Output is already active and the Input become 

active after a time, the Output will turn off even the pulse number is not zero.  

 

 

Comanda pentru IESIRE

t OFFt ONOFF OFF

nr de IMPULSURI

OFF
t activ = nr. de IMPULSURI * t ON

nr de IMPULSURI

OFF

Comanda pentru IESIRE
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Internal resistors activation (pull-up)   

 Starting with version 2 hardware, for the Outputs there is another function for enable or 

not of internal pull-up resistors. These resistors are connected between each Output and 

+VCC power supply. When enable all resistors are connected to +VCC (one for each Output) 

and when disable all resistors are disconnected. Enable or disable of pull-up resistors is 

placed in General Settings window, selecting or not the Output Pull-up resistor button.    

The value of each resistor is 43k 

 

 
 

One Output with inactive pull-up resistor              One Output with active pull-up resistor 

        Notice the resistor is connected to +VCC 
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ML10-PC application user guide 
 

 In order to use ML10-PC application you need to have an USB-UART or USB-485 

interface cable. It can be order separately from http://www.module-auto.ro web 

site.The interface USB driver must be installed on the PC prior using ML10-PC application. 

 

 

 

USB-UART or USB-485 interface installation 

 

The USB driver can be found on: http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm  

Depending on PC operating system, the user must download the proper driver. 

Insert the USB-UART or USB-485 interface into a PC USB port. After that, the opaerating 

system will ask for the driver. Browse for the driver where you download it. After complete 

installation, you must enter into Control Panel, into System, into Hardware, into Device 

Manager and finnaly Ports. There must be USB Serial Port, which has a COM number. 

Remember that COM number (eg. COM 4). 

 

 

http://www.module-auto.ro/
http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm
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ML10-PC app installation 

 
ML10-PC software can be installed on Windows XP 32bit to W7 included. 

 

The application can be found on http://www.module-auto.ro  web site under ML10 

GSM Communicator page. 

 

After complete installation you launch the app from Program Files ML10GSM.                          

The USB-UART or USB-485 interface must be connected to the PC USB port and the driver 

must be installed. From application Settings Menu you choose the COM port which number 

is the same with the COM driver. (see USB-UART or USB-485 interface 

installation). 

From Files menu you select Open Port. If everything is correct, there must not be any 

message on the display and the green button PC CONNECT  will become active. On the 

bottom left side of the main window COM X – Connected will apear. 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.module-auto.ro/
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ML10 module has a default communication address set to 101. This address can range 

between 101 and 144. For the communication to be possible, the address typed on       

ML10 address box must be the same as ML10 module address. The PC address can range 

between 055 and 099. Press PC CONNECT button after the addresses were set. On the 

bottom right side of the app window, the ML10 – Found message must be present. The 

connection time is maximum 30 sec. After the module is connected to the PC, the green 

button PC CONNECT will become red and the text will be changed to PC DISCONNECT. In the 

same time, all the app fields will be filled with read data from ML10 module. 

You cannot switch to another window if any changes happened into any data field until 

SEND data to ML button is pressed. (Orange button from bottom left side). This command 

sends data to ML10 module.  

 

WARNING!  

Data is written into a RAM memory (they are not permanent). If ML10 module is 

disconnected from the PC, changed data will not be written to the permanent memory and 

ML10 will resume with data before any changes were made. For the changed data to be 

permanent, before disconnecting, it is mandatory to press the purple button                     

Write data to flash found on bottom right side of the main window (General Settings). 

 

 

 

SIM card change procedure 

 

WARNING!  

Do not remove or insert a SIM card without following the next procedure! There is a high 

risk of permanent damage of the SIM card! 

ML10 module accepts SIM cards with or without PIN code activated. The SIM card must 

have all the three PIN code tries available and you must know this PIN code! 

 

After ML10 module is connected to the PC, press Change SIM button.Wait until Change SIM 

button is inactive and SIM Ready button is active. Change the SIM card inserting it into its 

socket and firmly closing the socket cover. In the central side of the General Settings 

window, type the new PIN code into its message box. Press Send data to ML button. If the 

write was succesfuly, all data will appear on green fundal colour; if something is wrong, it 

will apear on a red fundal. Press Write data to FLASH button. 
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After data has been correctly received, press SIM Ready button and wait until it becomes 

inactive and Change SIM button will be active.Now all buttons will be active and you can 

step to other settings. 

If the PIN code was wrong, the following message will appear: 

 
In this moment, the SIM card has 2 from 3 possible tries. From Settings menu, you choose 

Send PIN code and you must type the correct PIN code. On the bottom row of this message 

the remaining and maximum tries will be displayed. Send typed code. If this code is also 

wrong, the message will be: 

 
When the tries number is 0 (no more tries), the SIM card must be removed from the socket 

and inserted into a mobile phone. From the phone keyboard type PUK1 code. 

 

If the PIN code was correct, the next message will appear: 

 
and the app will automatically store this code. The number of tries must be 3 from 3. 
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Users phone number setting 

 

WARNING! 

The phone numbers must include country code (eg. Ro: +4072…. or 004072….) 

 The user phone numbers must be typed into the corresponding 8 message boxes with 

the country code (international call) starting with USER no. 1. The phone numbers 

must be typed starting from first user; it cannot be random input (you cannot set USER1 and 

USER3 without setting USER2). After all wanted user phone numbers were input, Send data 

to ML button must be pressed. After that, check again if the phone numbers are correct and 

you can step to another setting. 

 

 

 

 

Communication interface setting 

 
 The serial communication interface can be two types: UART-3V3 (default) or UART-485. 

WARNING! 

DO NOT change the communication type only if you have both communication cables    

USB-UART and USB-485. After changing this parameter and pressing Write data to Flash 

button, ML10 module will switch to the other communication type. If you do not have the 

other communication cable, the PC cannot communicate any more with the ML10 module!  

After changing this parameter, as all settings, it is mandatory to press Send data to ML 

button. After this command, the module will continue to communicate using old type of 

communication; the change will be set after pressing Write data to Flash button. 

It is mandatory after Write data to Flash sending, to remove the old communication cable, 

to reposition the jumpers to the new mode (for UART the jumpers must be front placed; for 

RS-485 the jumpers are back placed) and to reconnect the new cable. The ML10-PC 

application must be restarted. 
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Communication speed (baud rate) setting 
 

         The communication speed can be: 1200, 2400, 9600, 19200 or 57600 baud and it can 

be changed from General Settings window. The default value is 57600 baud. The change is 

made altering the value, pressing the Send data to ML button and Write data to Flash 

button. The baud speed is automatically changed by the ML10-PC app. 

WARNING! 

Writting a new firmware is made using 57600 baud speed, no matter what value was set by 

the user. After complete writting of the new firmware, the speed will be changed according 

to the user setting.  

 

 

  

 

ML10 communication address setting 

 
 The default communication address of ML10 module is 101. This address is used by the 

communication protocol between ML10 and the PC. If there is a single ML10 module 

connected to the PC, this parameter can be left unchanged. If there are multiple ML10 

modules connected to the PC (only when RS-485 is set), this parameter must be changed as 

each ML10 must have a unique address. 

The range of this parameter is between 101 and 144 included. The change is made as other 

settings by typing the new value, pressing the Send data to ML button and then Write data 

to Flash button. The new address is automatically changed and it is no need to disconnect 

the module from the PC. 
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Clock adjustment 

 

 Pressing Read clock button will display the date and time set into ML10. 

This time is read only on Read clock button pressing, so after 10 seconds the same time will 

be displayed. For time updating, you must press again Read clock button. 

Setting a new time is done by typing a new hour into corresponding field and pressing the 

Set clock button. The time is 24 hours format, and the year is last two digits. Both Read clock 

and Set clock buttons are disable, if previously Change SIM button was pressed. As long as 

SIM Ready is active, the clock read and write are not possible. 

 

 

 

Checking the remaining credit (money) on a pre-paid SIM card  
 

WARNING! 

This procedure it is NOT available for every network operatos!  

Before using it to ML10, the user must check its availability using a mobile phone. 

This function will work only if the received message from the GSM operator is NOT a SMS, 

but a network message!  

 

 When a pre-paid SIM card is used, it is necessary to know the remaining credit and its 

validity. For this, before inserting the SIM card into the ML10 socket, use a mobile phone to 

find out the credit phone number (this number is network operator specific). 

Here there are two examples for Vodafone Romania. 

 

Method 1: 

After you insert the SIM card into a mobile phone and the phone is turned-on, call *123# 

(Credit Info); on the phone display it will appear a message with the remaining credit and its 

validity. Type this number,*123#, into the Ask for Credit field in the ML10-PC main window. 

 

Method 2 (if *123# number is not available): 

After you insert the SIM card into a mobile phone and the phone is turned-on, call *100# 

(utility numbers info); on the phone display it will appear a menu, and you will choose 

option number 5 (My account). Write down this number. After answering to the message 
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with 5, on the display will be a new menu, and you’ll choose option number 4 (cost control); 

write down this number and answer with 4 to the message. On the display will appear the 

credit information. For finding this, you pressed: *100# 5 4; this number will become 

*100*5*4#.  Type this number from the phone keyboard followed by Enter key. On the 

display must directly appear the credit info, without all the previously menus. If this is OK, 

type this number, 100*5*4#, into the Ask for Credit field. 

 

When ML10 module receives a SMS with CREDIT text, it will call that number, and the GSM 

network received message will be back retransmitted to the user who sended the CREDIT 

SMS. This text (CREDIT – with capital letters) is predefined, it cannot be changed and it 

cannot be used for any Input or Output SMS command. 

 

 

 

 

Checking the Input and Output states 
 

 One Input activation will trigger sending a SMS to the selected users (if that Input was 

set to do that). When the user wants to know what is the Input and Output states at a 

moment, he must send a SMS text to the ML10 module. This SMS is the word STATUS (with 

capital letters). ML10 will answer to that user with another SMS containing the Input and 

Output states and the current time of the ML10 module. 

The Input state will be: I1A I2N … I8A, where A means active and N inactive, 

so IN1 is active, IN2 is inactive …. IN8 is active 

The Output state will be: O1N O2A … O8N, where A means active and N inactive, 

so OUT1 is inactie, OUT2 is active …. OUT8 is inactive. 

 

Active and inactive are depending on set polarity; if IN1 was set to be GND active, I1A means 

that GND is present on IN1 ;if it was set to be High Z active, I1A means that IN1 has +VCC on 

it or is floating. 

 

Log Memory window 

 
 In this window there are buttons for downloading or formatting on board events 

memory. The download time can be significant because high capacity memory (65,000 

events),about 10-15 min. when memory is full. After 65,000 log events, next events will 

overwrite the oldest events. Pressing the Download button will start memory reading and 

after download is complete, the result file will be automatically saved in the same directory 

where ML10-PC was installed into Memory Log Files folder under IMEI-xxxxx directory. The 
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name of the log file is the date when download was made and it contains also an index for 

multiple downloads in the same day. 

The Format button will completely and irreversible erase all the events into memory. It is 

necessary to download the memory before formatting command. The formatting time is 

around  45 seconds. 

 

The Open File button allows saved files to be opened and viewed. 

 

 

 

 

 

ML10 upgrade software function 
 

 

WARNING! 
Use this option only if necessary! 

Stricty follow the next procedure! 

Failures to follow this procedure can irreversible damage the ML10 module! 

 

This function is used to change the ML10 firmware. Before initiating this procedure, check 

on the http://www.module-auto.ro/ro  web site if a new firmware is available. The 

software version is displayed on General Settings window, in the top right side. 

 
 

In the above picture, the software version is 2.12. If on the web site, in the firmware section, 

there is a newest software revision, then use the contact form (Ask for new firmware) 

specifying all the data from top right side of the window (IMEI, GSM version, Hardware 

version, Bootloader version and Software version). You will receive the new firmware file on 

the email. 

Be sure the internal battery is fully charged and the module is connected to an external 

power supply before updating! Be sure the PC communication is stable or the PC will not 

turn off! 

http://www.module-auto.ro/ro
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Copy the firmware file into the ML10-PC installation folder, usually  

C:\Program Files\ML10GSM; it depends on PC’s operating system. 

 

After PC connection is established, select Load new firmware from File tab. Browse for the 

firmware file, select it and the upgrade will automatically start. Wait for the process to be 

complete without closing the ML10-PC app! After upgade is complete, in the top right side 

of the main window it will appear the new firmware revision, 2.14 in the next picture. 

 

 
 

All User settings will be unchanged! 

 

In the upgrade failure case (the file is corrupt, bad connection, etc.), the ML10GSM module 

will keep wait for the firmware file. If the file is corrupt, after the 5th try, the module will 

resume to the old firmware - 2.12 in the example. For this it is mandatory the module to not 

start writing anything! If ML10 writes at least a data block and the communication is broken, 

that it will remain into the waiting state until the firmware file is completely written. 

 

 

LED signal significance 
 

 There is a LED placed between Output and Communication connectors. It has several 

lighting modes to inform the user about the ML10 state. 

-  turned-off means that internal battery is completely discharged 

- 3 short pulses followed by a pause – the module was turned off (battery completely 

discharged) and now it will wait for 5 minutes to accumulate some energy. In this 5 

minutes time, the PC communication is NOT possible, neither executing any 

command. After the 5 min. time, the module will power on and the LED will be fully 

turned on. 

-  pulses 2/3 ON  1/3 OFF -  ML10 module tries to register to the GSM network 

- pulses 1/4  ON  3/4 OFF -  normal operating 

- fully turned ON – internal battery is charging from external power supply 
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Audio channel setting (starting from 2.0 hardware revision) 
 

 Audio channel is available starting with hardware version 2! (HW 2.07).  

This channel has two external Jack connectors for a microphone and a speaker; they are 

placed on the same side with antenna connector.The audio channel can be activated by any 

user defined in Audio window (Mic & Speaker window). Follow the next procedure for audio 

channel activation: 

- the user sends a predefined SMS message to the ML10 module; the SMS text is Mic ON  

-  within maximum 2 minutes  after sending the SMS, the same user must call the 

module; 

ML10 will take that call and it will enable the audio channel. The user can listen what 

the ML10 external microphone is receiving. Everithing the user says can be heared 

on ML10 speaker Jack. The call is canceled when the user hangs up. If the module is 

called after the 2 minutes time, ML10 will NOT activate the audio channel! 

During the audio call, ML10 will not send or receive other commands from any user. 

 

 The two buttons from Mic & Speaker window are used for microphone gain (between 1 

and 15) and speaker volume (0 and 99) setting.Bigger values means bigger gain. Optimal 

values are marked on those buttons.  

The minimum impedance for the speaker output is 32.  

The speaker output is not a power one (it is a line output) and it is necessary to amplify this 

signal for using a low impedance speaker (4or). 
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Predefined SMS messages (rev. 1.0) 
check on the www.module-auto.ro web site, in Download section, if there is a newest revision 

 There are some SMS messages what cannot be used for controlling the Outputs or the 

Inputs. These messages are: STATUS, CREDIT, Low Voltage, Mic ON, THERMO, RECHARGE: 

and INFO ML10 (all are written as here). When a user sends one of these messages the 

ML10 module will respond to that user with another SMS message or it will activate a 

special function.  

 

 

STATUS message is sent to find out the state of the Inputs and Outputs at the sending time. 

The ML10 module will respond to that user with following message:  

STATUS:yy/mm/dd,hh:mm:ss.zz I1N I2A I3N…. I8A O1N O2A…O8N Bat.xxx 

yy/mm/dd is the module date in the form of year/month/day 

hh:mm:ss.zz is the module time in the form of hour:minute:second.decimal second.  

The hour is in 24 hours format. 

I1 - I8 are the Inputs; I1N means that IN1 is not active; I8A means that IN8 is active 

(regarding set polarity) 

O1 to O8 are the Outputs; O1N means that OUT1 is not active; O2A means that OUT2 is 

active. 

Bat. xxx is the on-board battery state and can be: Charge if the battery is charging , or 

percent if the module is running on internal battery (is not charging). 

 

 

CREDIT message is useful for pre-paid SIM cards for finding the credit (money) left on the 

card and its validity. This message is in accord with the set phone number in the General 

Settings window near the CREDIT label. When the message is sent to the ML10, the module 

will dial that number and after it will receive the message from the network operator it will 

resend it to the same user who initiates the command. 

 

 

 Low Voltage message will be automatically transmitted by the ML10 module only to the 

USER1 when the internal battery is discharged under the 13% level and the recharging is not 

possible (external power supply is not present). The sent SMS message will be: 

Low Voltage Warning 13% yy/mm/dd,hh:mm:ss.zz 

 

http://www.module-auto.ro/
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Mic ON message is used for activation of the audio channel and it is not valid for the 

hardware version 1.00 of ML10. The message will be ignored if it is sent for rev.1 hardware. 

In maximum 2 minutes the same user must initiate a call after sending this message. The 

module will answer and it will activate the audio channel; the user can listen everything is 

receive by the ML10 microphone; whatever the user speaks it will be output on the speaker 

output of the ML10. Ending the call by the user will deactivate the audio channel. 

 

 

THERMO message is used only when ML10 is connected to the digital thermostats 

THERMO-77, for finding the instantaneous temperature of the ten thermostats on the 

network. ML10 firmware must allow THERMO-77 communication; otherwise ML10 will not 

answer to the message. The answer will be: T0+19.5C T1 x T2+35.7F ….. T9-20.1C. It can be 

noticed that thermostats number 0 and 9 are set for °C, number 2 is set for °F and the 

number one thermostat is not present on the network. 

 

RECHARGE: message is sent when a pre-paid SIM card is used for electronic recharge of the 

SIM by a recharge code. The user must know the operator number for this type of recharge. 

Ex. for Vodafone Romania on a phone the user must dial: 

 *144*recharge code#. The SMS message to send to ML10 will be (no space): 

RECHARGE:*144*recharge code#  

ML10 will send this message to the network operator. The credit on the pre-paid SIM card 

can be known using CREDIT message. 

 

INFO ML10 message is used to find out the ML10’ IMEI and all the hardware and software 

version.  ML10 will respond with a message like this: 

Info: SW:GSM x.yy HW: x.yy BT: x.yy IMEI: xxxxxxxx GSM: x.y zz 
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REMEMBER! 
 

After all settings are made, before pressing PC DISCONNECT button, it is mandatory to send 

Write data to Flash command, otherwise data will NOT be saved into permanent memory. 

In this case, ML10 will resume to old values after PC disconnecting. 

 

After Write data to Flash command, all the settings will be saved into a configuration file in 

the same installation directory. When the user wants to set the module to an old data, he 

can use this file. After PC connection is established, from File tab choose Load config File. 

Browse for the wanted config file (saved by the date) and after selecting it, all the ML10-PC 

app fields will auto complete with the data inside of the config file. The user must press 

Write data to Flash button, and after the confirmation message, all the data will be sent to 

the ML10 module. After complete write, Flash write complete message will appear. 
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